
RID INSTUCTOR GUIDE

INTRODUCTION

The Real Intersection Design (RID) workshop is a focused training workshop which
pragmatically addresses the complex issues that urban street designers face in providing for the
needs of various street users.  In essence a problematic intersection is redesigned from various
points of view, led by a experts in various disciplines.  The plans are compared and contrasted
with the goal of identifying which elements are common to all and which are problematic for
others, and a unified design is developed.

The RID workshop has three objectives:

1. To develop quick perception and design skills that are often required when interfacing with
the public and stakeholders vis-à-vis intersection design, operation and safety.

2. To develop observation skills so that one may appreciate how particular site constraints
dictate certain solutions, and

3. To understand the separate requirements of different user groups (e.g., cyclists,
pedestrians, trucks, transit, visually impaired, physically challenged, older drivers) and how
they might be harmonized (or not).

The overall goal of the RID workshop is to get past the abstract and begin a progressive,
practical dialogue.  Typical design guidance is often contradictory, depending on the point of
view of the user group.  For example a cycling advocate wants cycle lanes, which inherently
means wider streets or less parking. Pedestrian safety experts often call for the narrowest street
possible to limit exposure risk. Wheelchair users need perpendicular ramps while those with
limited vision need to know where the sidewalk ends and street begins. Drivers want fewer “flow
interrupters” and bus riders want priority at traffic signals to reduce travel time.  While these may
be fine principles, the business of intersection design is about compromise.

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION

The RID workshop consists of four parts:  classroom session, field visit, team exercise and
composite design.  To begin the day there is a classroom session where each team expert
presents basic design elements from his or her user groups perspective.  For example the
walking with limited mobility team leader discusses fundamentals of wheelchair use.  The
signals team leader may discuss level of service and signal timing phasing.

After the classroom session, the workshop attendees are arbitrarily divided into teams to ensure
a good mix of backgrounds and expertise.  The teams represent various user groups and
intersection aspects: walking, cycling, driving, wheelchair users, walking with limited vision
(blind), signals, transit, parking, and streetscape. Ideally, the participants would be placed in
unfamiliar advocacy roles, with only the team leader being an expert in that field.  The number
of teams and their subject is determined by the intersection and workshop size, see below.
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After dividing into teams, each group travels to the intersection with the tools of their trade:
measuring wheels, site plan, wheelchair, SmartLevel, bicycle, blindfolds, etc. The journey to the
site is an important element of the workshop as walking with a person in a wheelchair, or taking
the bus when we would normally just drive is often an eye opening experience. At the site notes
and photographs are taken, specific observations are made (street width, timing patterns) and
redesign concepts are brainstormed. Back in the workroom, each team has access to scale
drawings and data such as volume, level of service, speed, crash, transit maps, parking
information, etc.  The experts also bring design guides and manuals such as the AASHTO
Green Book, ITE Traffic Engineering Handbook, ADA publications, Highway Capacity Manual,
Bicycle Compatibility Index, etc.  Working independently the teams develop a scale drawing of
their proposed redesign and a list of their recommendations.

In general, the redesigns are to be realistic given the existing conditions. For example, turning a
road into a transit mall or banning cyclists are not options within the construct of the workshop.
If necessary, budget, right of way and other parameters should be established at the outset.
This will focus the discussion.

During the breakout session, each team fills in a questionnaire that is used for the composite
design exercise and the ensuing report.  The team lists:

• General Observations - one to three sentence
• Site Analysis - bulleted list of about 10 items organized into

o positives
o negatives

• Recommendations - bulleted list of about 10 items prioritized into
o must do right away for safety reasons
o should do
o it would be nice

The team also notes which of the recommendations can be scaled back or modified to
accommodate other users’ needs.

As the questionnaires are completed the moderator begins to compile the composite design and
recommendations.  This is aided by each team filling out their questionnaire electronically and
collating them on a common computer.  One base map is reserved for the composite design.

When all the redesigns are completed, each team presents their work to the reassembled
group.  The moderator compares and contrasts the plans and looks for similar and contradictory
elements.  If time permits the assembled group develops a composite plan and series of
recommendations.  Fundamental decisions will have to be made about realigning an
intersection leg or favoring one mode over another at a particular location, but in general the
experience is that most of the teams develop similar recommendations with easily lead to a
unified design.

At the end of the workshop, 15 minutes are set aside to discuss the day, critique the workshop,
and fill out evaluation forms.

Following are images from past workshops.
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WORKSHOP LENGTH , SCHEDULE AND FOOD

The basic RID workshop is an all-day event. If a shorter workshop is desired, the classroom
session can be eliminated for a four to five hour event.  This shorter workshop works well in a
conference setting or as a community design charrette. With a second day it is possible to study
two different types of intersections (urban and rural, urban and suburban, signalized and un-
signalized, signalized and roundabout), two adjacent intersections, or refine the ideas brought
forth during the first day.

sample schedule
9:00 introductions
9:15 classroom session (10-20 minutes per speaker)

coffee break
11:45 divide into teams

water is are distributed for field visit
12:00 field visit and team exercise

lunch is catered and is taken as a team before or after field visit
3:30 composite design (when all teams are finished with their plans)

chocolate break
5:45 workshop evaluation
6:00 stop

It is imperative that the speakers be held to their minutes, as the field visit and design session
are what make the workshop worthwhile.  The design session should immediate follow the field
visit, as participants are usually eager to begin re-designing.
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sample evening schedule
4:00 introductions
4:15 divide into teams
4:30 field visit and team exercise

drinks and heavy hor d’oevres available as teams return from field
6:30 composite design (when all teams are finished with their plans)
8:00 stop

Lunch, coffee and snacks should be catered to maintain cohesiveness – the workshop breaks
down if teams or individuals leave to eat.  In warm weather water and fruit should be provided
before the site visit.  With a sufficiently complex intersection and interested participants the
workshop will run past the appointed hour.  In this case the number of the pizza delivery shop
should be handy.  Chocolate is a wonderful elixir when served toward the end of the breakout
session.

Professional development workshops tend to run longer than community design workshops.
When the participants are mainly from the community they already know the intersection and
are more focused on finding a solution.  Whatever the length, it is imperative that all team
leaders stay throughout the workshop.  Otherwise the team may feel abandoned during the
critical composite design phase.

TEAMS

A RID workshop has four to eight teams with five to seven people in each team; total of 20 to 56
participants.  With fewer groups, there is a lack the diversity in viewpoints necessary for a good
discussion.  With fewer members per team it is hard to complete the work required.  A larger
workshop becomes unwieldy.

The basic teams are Bicycles, Motor vehicles, Wheelchairs and Pedestrians-Limited Vision.
These four user groups cover the basic points of view for designing and operating intersections
for all users.  With complex intersections, more teams will be needed to cover various aspects.
These include Parking, Signal Operations, Streetscape, Transit, and a general Pedestrians
team. The reasons to add each team include:

• Where an intersection has more than a simple two-phase signal (one that has pedestrian
indicators, dedicated turn lanes, split-phasing, progression, etc.), a Signal Operations
team should be added.  While this is not a user group per se, signal timing affects all the
user groups.

• If there is a lot of pedestrian activity, especially commuters to/from a transit station, a
Pedestrians team should be added.  This team will share some with the other walking
teams, but will be more focused on efficiency and delay.

• Where there are on-street transit issues (bus stops, trolley stops, Metro entrance) a
Transit team may be added.  This team overlaps with the Pedestrians team and they
could be combined.

• If parking is at issue, especially misuse or lack of existing parking, a Parking team may
be added.  This team’s agenda will contrast most with the Motor vehicles team’s.

• Where an intersection suffers from a lack of aesthetics, a team Streetscape team may
be added.  Like Signal Operations, this is not a user group, but covers issues important
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to many users, especially merchants. This team may also be combined with the
Pedestrians, Transit and Parking teams.

Each workshop’s lineup will depend on the number of attendees and the issues present.  It is up
to the host and moderator to decide which will work best. It is also possible to combine teams
with similar viewpoints such as Pedestrians and Transit, Streetscape and Parking, or Motor
vehicles and Signals.  When this happens, the team leader presents both viewpoints in the
opening session.  The three team that cannot be combined with any others are Bicycles,
Wheelchairs and Pedestrians-Limited Vision.

There could be other teams such as Aesthetics, Older Drivers, Truck/Bus, Child Pedestrians,
Elderly Pedestrians, Motorcycling, etc. depending on the context.  One team could even perform
a Safety Audit.  Teams representing land use, community (re)development, traffic planning, and
other broader issues are not recommended for the workshop as they tend to dilute the
discussion and take participants’ focus away from the intersection.  The workshop is a design,
not a planning exercise.

INTERSECTION TYPE, LOCATION & STATUS

The RID workshop can be held at almost any type of intersection: urban, suburban, signalized,
un-signalized, roundabout, or single point urban interchange.  Anywhere where drivers, cyclists,
and pedestrians come into conflict. At certain intersection types the Rules of Thumb may need
to be modified, but in general user requirements do not change.

More important than type, the intersection’s location and status tend to drive the selection
process.  In that the workshop is both an indoor and outdoor affair, and walking to the site is
very instructive, the intersection should be within a 15 minute walk (3/4 mile) to the workshop
location.  If the distance is greater transport may need to be arranged, but this cuts into learning
time.  It is best to have the workshop within a few blocks of the intersection so that teams may
visit the intersection as needed.  Another option that has worked well is to have the classroom
session in one location and the workshop in another, near the intersection.

The status of the intersection is also a determinant.  Ideally the intersection would be currently
under review to be redesigned.  With this, data sets and other information is more readily
available.  There is also interest in the intersection and the community and local agency will be
more receptive.  Intersection that are not currently under contract, but are problematic are good
candidates, but securing data will be harder.  Intersections that have recently been redesigned
can also be chosen, but only as a professional development exercise.  Recent data is usually
available, but one runs the risk of upsetting the local agency.  This decision will largely depend
on the participants expected and local host expectations.

With a community design workshop, the status of the intersection is critical.  This format has
been used in the past to involve stakeholders in the process, but the agencies responsible need
to show a clear commitment and provide necessary data.  When it works, real progress can be
made toward solving intersection design issues; when it does not, the workshop gets the blame.

Following are images of intersections from past workshops.
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WORKSHOP SPATIAL AND A/V REQUIRMENTS

The requirements for the workshop space are three-fold: a classroom/lecture location, a lunch
location, and a charrette location.

• The classroom is typical to any hotel conference setting – desks or table and chairs,
computer stand, screen, break area.

• The lunch requirement is one that is often overlooked – some locations do not allow
food.  At the least a few tables to display the sandwiches are needed.  Coffee, drinks
and other snacks available nearby is good.

• For the charrette, the location needs one large table per group, chairs, a few extra table
to place reference materials, and pin-up space.  Examples of tables are 3x6 folding
tables and 60-inch rounds.  The key is to get a flat, hard surface bigger than the
drawings.  The pin-up space consists of a wall and space to gather around it.  Some
locations do not allow things to be tacked or taped to the wall.  If so, easels and boards
should be provided.

For the classroom session a laptop, projector and laser pointer is required. All the presentations
should be loaded onto the laptop in advance.  If video is used by some presenters, then a
monitor is provided.  During the site visit the moderator (or designee) digitally photographs the
intersection and the images are loaded onto the laptop for display during the workshop.  During
the workshop a laptop is needed so that each team can list their recommendations and a
composite design can be begun.  This is projected on the screen for “real-time design”.
Instructors may also want to bring analysis software which will help the design process.
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PARTICIPANTS

The RID workshop format can be used for professional development and/or community design.
A professional development audience would be practitioners who want to gain knowledge of
various intersection users, and others who want to get a better understanding of the complexity
of urban intersection design.  For professional development hours (PDH) or continuing
education units (CEU) a letter describing the workshop and its instructors is made available to
participants.

Used a community design tool, the shorter RID workshop is best, although the classroom
session is a good way to educate the public. That said, a workshop with too many community
advocates can quickly devolve into a typical shouting match and care must be taken to not let
this happen.  The small group format usually limits this, but moderator must retain control during
composite design.

Perhaps the most satisfying workshop is one that combines both professionals and lay people.
This creates situations ripe for information exchange – on process and product, especially
during the composite design section.  In this way the community learns technical matters and
the professionals learn outreach matters.

EXPERT ROLES & PROPS

The team leaders are the real leaders of the workshop and their command of the information
and ability to lead a small group is critical. There are no specific qualifications per se, but the
leaders should have professional credentials and experience consistent with the subject matter.
For example the driving and signals team should be lead by professional design and traffic
engineers and ITE members.  The Pedestrians-Limited Vision team leader should be a Certified
Orientation and Mobility Specialist.  The Pedestrians and Bicycle team leaders should be
members of the Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals.

In the classroom session each expert presents his/her user groups needs and design guidance.
As part of this package, PowerPoint slides have been prepared for each subject which mirror
the Rules of Thumb.  The team leaders are free to use the slides, substitute their own, or
present in another manner, especially to reflect local conditions.  Keep in mind that the nature of
these presentations is more technical (size of wheelchair, LOS, cyclist riding path) and less
rhetoric.

A few points about the presentations that have occurred in past RID sessions include:
• Check slides for brightness – the room is usually half-lit for people to take notes so the

slides should be bright.
• Minimize overlap in presentations – much of what is said relates to many teams, but

excessive repetition should be avoided.
• Stick to major points – there is a lot of material to cover in the day and petty issues tend

to bog down the presentation.
• Avoid acronyms, especially with a non-professional audience.

During the site visit and workshop the experts are in charge of their team, from leading them to
the intersection, to aiding the design process, to lunch.  The experts bring whatever tools they
would normally bring to an intersection site visit or training session.  The idea is to lead their
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team through the paces of intersection review, analysis and design from their users point of
view.  During the composite design exercise the experts (or appointee) are expected to defend
their designs and ensure that their priority measures are included.

Ideally the workshop leaders should be trained to interact positively and respect each other’s
positions.  Where there are conflicting goals or standards, the team leaders should identify
them, lay out alternatives, and explain techniques for arriving at compromise solutions.

Sample props and reference books:

• Bicycles:  scale, bicycle, measuring wheel, Bicycle Compatibility Index, AASHTO Guide
for the Development of Bicycle Facilities

• Motor vehicles: scale, measuring wheel, AASHTO Green Book
• Parking: scale, measuring wheel, ITE Parking Handbook
• Signal Operations: scale, stopwatch, ITE Traffic Engineering Handbook, Highway

Capacity Manual
• Streetscape: scale, measuring wheel, ITE Traditional Neighborhood Development:

Street Design Guidelines
• Transit: scale, ITE Transit Handbook, APA Transit-Friendly Design
• Pedestrians: scale, measuring wheel, stopwatch, ITE Design and Safety of Pedestrian

Facilities, Highway Capacity Manual, FHWA Pedestrian Facilities Users Guide
• Wheelchairs: scale, SmartLevel, wheelchair, stopwatch, Access Board guidelines,
• Pedestrians-Limited Vision: scale, blindfolds, white cane, goggles, stopwatch, sample

Accessible Pedestrian Signals, Access Board guidelines

At the end of the day, each team should have a drawing of the redesigned intersection with
proposed signal phasing diagrams, and cross-sections, and the completed questionnaire.

MODERATOR’S ROLE

The moderator is the overall organizer and facilitator of the workshop.  He/she is responsible to
keep the workshop on time, engage the participants, and facilitate the discussion.  He/she may
be aided by one or two assistance who take notes, photos and otherwise keep the day running
smoothly.

The moderator’s role is one of facilitator, not advocate.  The experts are meant to advocate for
their various user groups; the moderator resolves conflicting elements.  He/she should not
editorialize, but simply point out conflicting measures and solicit debate.  For this he/she must
be quick and perceptive.  In the end it is the moderator’s job to arrive at a composite design.

Where the community is involved the moderator should know and understand the responsible
agency’s position and liaison with the participants.  He/she is a realist, not an apologist.

At the beginning of the workshop the moderator explains the workshop intent, format and
agenda. The moderator is also responsible for minimizing subject overlap by the team leaders.
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HOST’S ROLE

The host of a RID workshop is a critical player in the organization and success of the workshop.
Generally hosts have an interest in the outcome of the workshop, especially if a particular
intersection is under design. The host usually helps to organize the facilities, data and food. At
the beginning of the workshop the host is invited to present the context of the site and reasons
why this particular intersection is the subject of the workshop. If other stakeholders (especially
politicians) attend the workshop they are invited to participate with a team, or briefly address the
assembled body.

DATA, DRAWINGS AND MAPS

For the workshop the following drawings and data sets are desired.

• Plan at large scale (1"=10').  The drawing must include: curbs, lane markings, crosswalk
markings, building line & sidewalks.  If possible include driveways, curb ramps, building
entrances, catch basins, trees, hydrants, and other street furniture.

• Signal timing.

• Speed surveys showing 85th percentile, maximum speeds & speed limit.  If not available,
survey or estimate in the field.

• Peak hour vehicle volumes or rough approximations thereof.  Daily traffic volumes, vehicle
mix and turning movements if available.  Calculate Level of Service (before or during
workshop).

• Peak hour pedestrian volumes or rough approximations thereof. Daily traffic volumes,
destinations and generators. Calculate Level of Service (before or during workshop).

• Peak hour bicycle volumes or rough approximations thereof. Daily traffic volumes,
destinations and generators. Calculate Level of Service (before or during workshop).

• Three years worth of crash data, plotted by location and type.

• Aerial map.  Topographic or street map if not available.

• Area land use and zoning map.

• Transit routes in the area and location of stops.

• Bike routes and type in the area, existing and proposed bike lanes.

• Truck routes, types and size restrictions in the area.

The scale drawing, signal timing, vehicle volumes are required – without them the workshop
cannot proceed.  Vehicle speeds, tuning movements and crash data should be made available.
The more data gathered before the workshop, the more time participants and focus on design
issues and the more realistic the outcome.
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Following are images of plans from past workshops.

SUPPLIES AND HANDOUTS

Prior to the workshop copies of the large scale drawing are printed: one per team, one for the
composite design, one for the data collation, and a few extras. Before the workshop the data
(volume, speed, crash) is mapped. A one page Data Sheet with LOS and other relevant data
summarized is prepared.  All the reference maps are hung on the wall.

Each participant gets a tabbed notebook which includes:
• Cover Letter with host and sponsors (if any) of workshop
• Agenda
• Rules of Thumb
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• Seminar Slides (in order of presentation)
• Annotated Bibliography
• Team Leader Bios (one paragraph each)
• Directions and map to site
• Plan of intersection reduced to 8-1/2x11 or 11x17
• Data Sheet
• PDH/CEU Letter
• Evaluation Form

The team leaders are given the above, the data sets, and the Questionnaire.

Drawing materials provided to each team include:
• Black markers
• Colored markers
• Crayons
• Straight-edges
• Tracing paper
• Tape and pins
• Clipboards

RULES OF THUMB

To facilitate and focus the discussion, rules of thumb have been assembled for each user group.
These have been prepared by leading experts in their field, people who design intersections for
a living.  The rules are often contradictory; to exemplify the motor vehicles rules advocate
leading left turns, but the walking rules advocate leading pedestrian intervals.  As such they are
not a recommended practice, but rather a starting point.

Each set of Rules have been organized from the general to the specific.  There is a “design
user” which needs to be decided upon on the outset of the workshop.  Generally this will depend
on the intersection type and location.  For example at an intersection near a school, a student
would be the design walker.  Near a transit station a commuter would be the designee.

REPORT

After the workshop a report is prepared documenting the workshop.  The report describes the
intersection in detail (including photographs, data and analysis), describes each teams design
and recommendations, and describes the composite plan and recommendations.  The report is
not meant to be a complete intersection analysis with formal recommendations.  Rather it
documents the exercise and lists the measures which warrant further exploration.

January 2005


